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Origin French Doors & Origin Single Doors 

Made by Origin, the leading British brand, every one of 

our doors comes meticulously crafted down to smallest 

details. Choose from single doors with or without glazed 

panels and at sizes up to 2.7m high and 2.4m wide. 

Origin French or double doors are ideal for your dining 

room, patio area or bedroom, available with a low 

threshold for inside your home too. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Origin OW70 & OW80 Windows 

Origin OB-49 Bi-folding Doors 

Origin OB-49 bifolding doors offer some of the 

thinnest sightlines of any leading brand, enhancing 

the glass sizes and giving a greater feeling of space. 

 
These doors come designed to remove the barrier 

between the inside and outside of your home and 

come with the option of a low threshold. 

 
These doors have a sightline of 49mm per sash. 

And with a 3-Star Diamond lock the Secure 

by Design status will put your mind at ease. 

 

 

  

Origin OW70 windows are the slimline version available as fixed light and casement windows with 

a flush casement design externally. The Origin OW-80 window is the premium model. 

These windows are fully compliant to current Building Regulations and they meet both ventilation 

and energy efficiency requirements. 
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Origin OS-44 Sliding Doors 

These luxury sliding doors are slim, modern 

and designed to give you all the familiarity of 

classic sliding doors with all the latest design 

and technology. 

Thin aluminium profiles ensure the best 

clarity and light transmission in your home. 

Designer door handles add a touch of style, 

while advanced locks, seals and gaskets give 

you all the security and weather protection 

you need. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Slimline Origin Patio Sliding Doors 

Made completely bespoke, there are three 

sightline options available. The OS-29 is the 

smaller of the three, with sightlines of just 29mm, 

maximising glass and the level of natural light 

which can flood in. 

With sightlines of 44mm and 77mm, the Patio 

Slider still possesses some of the slimmest 

sightlines whilst providing a more traditional style 

of patio system, with an injection of effortless 

elegance. 

 

 

Origin OS-20 Artisan Doors 

Origin OS-20 doors use the latest bonded 

system having the glass and frames made 

as one unit. 

 
These high-quality glass units enhance 

your home with energy-saving properties, 

excellent clarity and long service life. 

Origin doors come with a 10-year 

guarantee on the glass. 
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